
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a strategy lead. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for strategy lead

Strategize our value proposition for chains to increase engagement, drive
channel preference and maximize performance
Analyze market trends, anticipate future evolution of hotel distribution and
adapt our strategy accordingly
Work in close collaboration with Commercial Director in charge of owners
relationships to strategize our relationships/partnership with owners
Contribute to the definition of our innovations road map (new
products/services adapted to
Define and shape the end to end go to market (GTM) playbook for achieving
revenue, scorecard, and win goals for field sales, marketing, and ISV roles
across the CADD business of Application Innovation, Data & Insights, and
Artificial Intelligence
Develop, implement, and leverage marketing programs, campaigns, account-
based marketing strategies, and sales offers that drive business goals,
partnering with and scaling through C+E Field Strategy, Business Planning,
ISV, Integrated Marketing and other stakeholders
Develop and implement change management strategies as our scenario value
propositions span products and field roles
Lead the CVP monthly War Room business reviews, working with marketing
and finance teams to analyze performance and institute course correction
plans when needed
Lead moment-in-time subsidiary amplification plans for the CADD business
around first-party events, including Connect, Amp, Ignite, and BUILD
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Qualifications for strategy lead

Must have at least 6 years of digital marketing experience
At least 3 years of experience in a role focused on management of HUD
products and relationships
10 years of mortgage experience with a specialty in HUD lending programs
and relationship management
Sees the big strategic picture while also maintaining a rigorous eye for detail
Hands-on experience creating, defining and maintaining a brand’s written
voice
A world-class portfolio, representing a wide range of highly relevant,
consumer-facing work


